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When Doctor Who returned to television, the BBC advertised the show with a 

particularly punchy trailer including a fireball special effect, and Christopher Eccleston 

saying of the new series: “It’s not quiet, it’s not safe, and it’s not calm.” The same can be 

said for the music by Murray Gold. It’s not quiet; the music is not occasional or 

‘incidental’—it’s an integral layer. Melody and dialogue happen at the same time. It’s not 

safe; there are over 30 identifiable musical motifs in the first 13 episodes. Half of the 

motifs are used in more than one episode, and most actively support story arcs. You can’t 

create that many pieces of musical composition over 10 hours of broadcast and get them 

all completely right. There are a few missteps. It’s not calm; the styles used stretch from 

Euro-technopop to opera, Philip Glass to Latin dance. It’s not the same as the old Doctor 

Who music, and it is wonderful. 

 

Scoring Who 

 

There are four types of music presented in Doctor Who in its 21st century incarnation. 

The first is the overall series theme, functionally the same as its initial creation in 1963. 

The general frame of the theme as devised by Ron Grainer, Delia Darbyshire, and the 

BBC Radiophonic Workshop is so recognizable by people all over the world—including 

many who have never watched the show—that there would be no possibility of changing 

the melody; interpretation is restricted to instrumentation and percussion choices and the 

resulting mood choices highlighted by each re-mix. (Devoted fans also argue about the 

status of a certain musical bridge within the theme score.) In the new series, there is the 

added restriction that the theme cannot be used within the content of the episodes (Doctor 

Who Magazine No. 362, p. 38). There are two diegetic musical forms on the show—

recognizable audiorecordings (and their technologies), and actual live performances—

which are incorporated as plot devices or simply as enhancements to the scenes. These 

forms have also been used to a greater or lesser extent over the 40-year run of the series. 

But as far as ‘scoring’ the show with non-diegetic music, some previous seasons of the 

series have had what seems to the ear as merely a set of enthusiastic guys with keyboards, 

adding musical riffs. At best, the music attempted to support each scene’s moods, a “cue 

for the audience,” as put by Mark Ayres in a DVD-extra interview for the 1989 Doctor 

Who story Ghost Light. That conception of TV music ‘scoring’ is very old-school; in fact, 

it is not very different than the use of music played behind silent films. 

 

We may hear that good cinema music should... support the visuals of the film, but not be 

otherwise notable. If the viewers happen to notice a film score, in other words, it is by 

definition over-expressed. Music is conceptualized as an innocuous placeholder. What if 

the composer wants the music to mean something, add something? Discussing 20th 

century film music, the point has often been raised that the score to a film can not only 

support, but also expand the scope of the plot, or characterizations, or other elements of 

the visual work. Music that is jarring, annoying, or even conflicting with the visuals can 



function effectively as a good score—if it corresponds with, complements, or relates to 

the overall artistic intent, and if that intent is ultimately successful. 

 

In television, the likelihood that the series’ composed music could be at all memorable, 

much less support a story across episodes, is a relatively rare and probably fairly new 

concept. In the science fiction genre, there has been some evolution in the time between, 

for example, the original Star Trek and Star Trek: the Next Generation, but music is still 

typically an episodic incidental placement rather than an ongoing concept of a cinematic 

and thematically relevant ‘score.’ Models of intentionally scored television series from 

the 1990s would include J. Michael Straczynski’s Babylon 5, with composer Christopher 

Franke, and Joss Whedon’s Buffy the Vampire Slayer, with composer Christophe Beck, 

and in the 21st century Whedon’s Angel (with Robert J. Kral) and Battlestar Galactica 

(with Bear McCreary). When Russell T. Davies (a fan of Joss Whedon’s work) decided 

to revive the BBC television series Doctor Who, he brought along composer Murray Gold 

(a regular collaborator on other British television projects) in order to add musical 

structure to his series vision for the show. 

 

The music composed for the new BBC series is given serious consideration; it is not just 

“cues” but a creative subtext of distinct musical motifs. The 2005 “Series One” re-launch 

has almost 10 hours of airplay over 13 episodes, and the music composed by Murray 

Gold has uniquely in the history of the series explored the use of motifs and music as 

supporting a season-long story arc and its relationships. Considering the amount of 

material created and the workload, one reasonable complaint is that the production could 

have benefited from a yet more generous budget towards live orchestral additions to the 

synthesized and choral work, and for assistance in scoring the entire run. Even so, the fact 

that Gold was able to carry a syncretic but diverse vision for the series’ music through so 

many episodes is a testament to his creative stamina. 

 

Series One Episodes 

 

Rose 

 

Doctor Who returned to television broadcasts in March 2005 with Rose, where it 

appeared that yet another plucky young human woman would be the Doctor’s 

‘companion’ in space/time travel... but even in this first episode, there is a hint that the 

relationship would be different. The hint is in the music, particularly an ethereal vocal 

motif that continues even after the Doctor tries to brush her off with, “Now forget me, 

Rose Tyler.” This music that connects them weaves through the series, and is eventually 

shown to be rooted in the ‘Bad Wolf’ story arc. The ‘Bad Wolf’ motif returns (with some 

modulations) with Rose’s first entry into the TARDIS; the motif is also suggested (in a 

brief pair of notes) at the climax of the episode, when Rose decides to actively help 

rescue the Doctor. At that point in the series, it just appears to represent the attraction of 

the alien Doctor for Rose... There are also some moments with a distinct absence of 

music; thankfully, the scene where Rose’s mom flirts with the Doctor is played flat, with 

only a television playing in the background. 

 



Unfortunately, not all of the musical cues of Rose are so successfully used. The excellent 

first ‘action’ motif of the new series is brought out prematurely in the first few minutes—

against a normal day in the life of Rose the shop-girl. Its use is overwrought in those un-

dramatic scenes, a waste of a good guitar lead. It is as if the producers felt an overriding 

need to use ‘exciting’ music in the first minutes of the first show, in order to create a 

musical ‘hook’ for viewers. Variations of the ‘action’ motif are used more appropriately 

elsewhere in the episode, including a scene across Westminster Bridge. But as a result of 

its extensive placement, when there is a particularly strong action scene late in the 

episode (as Rose takes a literal ‘swing’ at the Doctor’s captors) other music had to be 

used, which came out stilted and somewhat sloppy. That scoring missed obvious chances 

for dramatic punches (during Rose's axe blows) and sank into clichéd ‘clockwork-doll’ 

music (played rather sappily on winds) during the collapse of the Autons. 

 

Rose was produced as a particularly early episode, and was intended to be screened in 

advance of the season by potential broadcast network customers. On the other end, 

Murray Gold was brought into the project late; his score was to be used very soon after 

his hiring (Doctor Who Magazine No. 362, p. 37). The time constraints for the episode as 

‘demo,’ and the fact that it was the new series’ first episode in general, may have affected 

the composition and application of the episode’s music; most of the succeeding episodes 

are more musically nuanced. 

 

The End of the World 

 

In The End of the World, Rose has been taken so far into the future that she becomes 

temporally homesick. As she calls home from a space station on her (enhanced) cell 

phone, a plaintive yet uplifting piano motif plays, continued on flute and then strings. 

Later, Rose had to cope with the (inevitable) loss of her home planet. She dwells on the 

destruction, and as the Doctor takes her back to Earth in the time she knew, the same 

‘home’ motif from earlier in the episode is continued and extended. 

 

Like Rose, this episode also contained some unfortunate uses of musical clichés. The 

most glaring was in the scenes tracing the sabotaging actions of the robotic spiders on the 

space station. Violin-plucking and snare drums? It is too cheap a box of musical tricks to 

use for a show which has (finally gotten) a worthy handful of graphic special effects. The 

stereotypical ‘munchkin music’ was also annoying. On the other hand, a clichéd use of 

carousel-like ‘space station music’ is turned on its head where it is used specifically to 

lower the trust and plausibility factor for scenes with Cassandra, the ‘last pure human.’ 

And, although the ‘TARDIS clock music’ early in the episode is a bit of a cheesy 

concept, in practice that minute of music works well as an accompaniment to the visuals 

of the Doctor energetically working a small wheel, knobs, and a bicycle pump on the 

instrument console. 

 

In the climax of the episode, the Doctor and a helper (Jabe) race to reset the station's 

damaged shields and systems while Rose is trapped and the other visitors to Platform One 

are helpless. The music during the Doctor's dangerous route between the ventilation fans 

is an engaging blend of strings, brass, and mixed percussion to interject syncopation. 



Finally, just seconds remain, and... the ‘Bad Wolf’ motif returns. The Doctor is 

meditating in preparation to skirt the last fan, and the scene cuts briefly to Rose (trapped 

elsewhere on the station), and then back as he steps through. The use of the motif in the 

scene cut emphasizes an unexpected link between the Doctor and a new companion—in 

his deepest thoughts, most dangerous situations, and even in her absence. 

 

At the end of the episode—again, to the ‘Bad Wolf’ motif—the Doctor finally confides in 

Rose, and explains his past, and that he is utterly alone. She responds with: “There’s me.” 

It works because the musical motif emphasizes their connection from the start of the 

series. 

 

Aliens of London and World War 3 

 

Classic stories in the history of Doctor Who were not self-contained ‘events;’ instead, 

they were stories constituting multiple episodes. A story stretched from 50 or 150 

minutes in combinations of 25-minute segments, and was often blocked into 4 episodes. 

The standard episode in the new series plays for 45 minutes, with an option to extend into 

a two-part 90-minute block for certain stories. Modern television and this time-

compressed format require a more focused use of music, incidental and otherwise. 

Beyond vague and similar musical ‘cues’ for the action and emotion as was done in the 

past, Murray Gold also provides distinct musical motifs for particular episodes of the new 

series. In the case of the two-part stories, he has (so far) combined and re-used musical 

motifs or non-diegetic music common to both episodes of a story, while providing a 

completely other set of musical motifs distinct to that episode. The first such combination 

is the two-part story Aliens of London and World War 3. 

 

As a traditional Doctor Who story, it involves alien invasion, missiles over Britain, and 

the threat of worldwide nuclear apocalypse. Aliens of London, however, starts the two-

parter quietly. There is a new, strongly percussive ‘action’ motif used for the initial crash 

of the alien spaceship and (in somewhat altered form) for the first chase scenes at 

Downing Street. There is one really awful cliché of a clarinet riff behind the Doctor's 

speed-reading during the ‘alien experts’ meeting. There is also the occasional snippet of 

music for Rose’s homecoming scenes—but the serious musical score support is reserved 

for World War 3. That episode shows two faces of the same overriding ‘war’ motif; the 

first expression is a heavy evocation of the motif, in full orchestral arrangement, evoking 

the destructive threat of the (Slitheen-controlled) government, and later of Harriet Jones’ 

decision, and ultimate triumph. The second expression is a much quieter version in flutes, 

with effects in piano and harp; it is used only once, while the Doctor explains his 

dilemma of how to protect Rose while saving the world, and as Rose affirms her trust in 

his decision. There is one more very appealing motif at the end of the episode, also in 

flute and piano—that is the ‘siren call’ of the TARDIS as the Doctor lures Rose back for 

another trip, and as Rose joins him. The Doctor has lured companions back into the 

TARDIS before with tales of wondrous trips across the universe. But in this series, the 

‘siren call’ motif answers the questions about that relationship raised by Jackie (and the 

police) at the start of Aliens of London—and the musical score in general explicates the 

emotional trust between these companions. In both places in this episode, Gold resisted 



the temptation to re-use the ‘Bad Wolf’ motif as musical shorthand for their relationship. 

Instead he recast the episode’s main motif and added a new one; the diversity of the 

musical texture in the series is a joy to hear. 

 

Dalek 

 

The hype concerning the return of the Doctor’s arch-enemy in Dalek at first seemed 

unreflected in the score. The ‘alien museum’ was at first only demonstrated in the playing 

of a stylophone-type musical instrument artifact (the sound of which was then reflected in 

the more suspenseful moments of incidental music). Even during the first confrontation 

between the Doctor and the Dalek, the music provided only a general dark moodiness as 

they discussed the consequences of the Time War. But Rose’s touch changed the genetics 

of the Dalek—and it gained an operatic motif to represent its regeneration and intent to 

domination. Opera with a vocal chorus was of course the perfect choice for the Daleks as 

a united group; but in this case, the lone and mutated Dalek finally changed its tune at the 

end, to a transcendent solo piano motif as it reached its ‘protuberance’ towards the 

sunlight. 

 

There is another recurring musical motif—when Rose and Adam first chat, there is a 

decidedly floral melodic motif for their meeting, strong on winds (flutes and probably 

oboes). The motif returns as Rose convinces the Doctor to allow Adam to come along 

when they leave. The heavy-handed use of that ‘be-my-chum’ motif is not particularly 

successful in this episode’s context, though it does partly redeem itself later in the series. 

 

Father's Day 

 

The introductory or ‘framing’ musical motif for Father's Day is a cloying, saccharine 

melody, made especially so in a synth-strings arrangement. It resembles an edgy cross 

between Petit’s theme to Jean de Florette and Jarre’s “Lara’s Theme” from Doctor 

Zhivago. (One listener also noted that the melody is similar to Frank Sinatra’s “I'm a Fool 

for Love,” a sentiment perhaps echoed in an early scene of the episode by a brief clip of 

“Never Can Say Goodbye.”) But the music here, in its annoying expression, is in fact 

purposefully syrupy. It is not meant to support what is seen or said while it plays, but to 

undercut that presentation by overdoing it. The ‘emotive’ melody and arrangement 

suggest that (as we discover later) Rose’s constructed view of her father is unrealistic. 

The view that Jackie Tyler set up for her daughter is good childhood psychology, but 

comes across to adult viewers as melodrama. 

 

As the fantasy of her father’s life is replaced by reality, the melody changes to a slow, 

melancholic piano motif which represents the regrets... perhaps of Rose’s impulsive 

actions, or of her growing up without a father. This ‘regrets’ motif is followed with a 

faster, flowing ascending melody with ostinato, during the desperate actions by the 

Doctor and Peter Tyler to save Rose and the others. This is, then, a motif of the 

‘protector,’ whether Rose’s dad or the Doctor, representing the paternal sheltering figure 

Rose lacked in her childhood. The original ‘framing’ melody returns in a suggestive 

‘music-box’ arrangement, when the Doctor and later Peter Tyler realize the solution to 



the time paradox. Peter does come out the hero as Rose always imagined, but only in his 

sacrifice. The two motifs merge at the climax, as Peter protects his daughter, saves the 

world, and becomes “a proper dad” all at the same time. 

 

The BBC broadcast of Father’s Day was followed by a related show which points up 

another element of this Doctor Who series. The show, Doctor Who Confidential, is meant 

to provide information on the concepts and creation of the new series, as well as 

background on the previous 40-plus years of the Doctor Who franchise. It uses different 

musical selections (a playlist of recordings) when broadcasting clips from the new series, 

and the post- Father’s Day episode included Barber’s Adagio for Strings for some of the 

related shots. What if—the Barber score had been substituted for Gold's music in Father's 

Day itself? It would have been a choice similar to that made in the 1996 movie, which 

featured Puccini’s Madame Butterfly (though the uses of that music also made particular 

connections to the work’s libretto, and were primarily diegetic). However, to use the 

classical music would have meant also that viewers would not interpret the visual work 

with Gold’s new musical score, but instead filter the episode through their individual 

memories and associations connected to hearing Barber’s existing score. This is one of 

those longstanding and generally insoluble arguments about the use of music in films. For 

a television series whose fans also decry the fact that the annual series run has been 

reduced in total minutes over the years, the fact that the audience is given a fresh score to 

interpret means that there is more new material within each episode to enjoy in the 

present. 

 

The Empty Child and The Doctor Dances 

 

Murray Gold is very good at scary music. This was already obvious from The Unquiet 

Dead which, although it did not feature a particularly memorable set of musical motifs, 

quietly supported and sustained the horror and suspense of the story. But the episode 

which ranked among young viewers as the scariest of all (per the BBC Doctor Who 

website’s “Fear Factor” audience sampling) was The Empty Child, paired thematically 

with The Doctor Dances. The focus was on the grotesque re-animation of a 4-year old 

bombing victim, looking for his ‘mummy’ during the London blitz of World War II. The 

child’s musical ‘mummy’ motif was a simple descending alternation of thirds; it 

continued with the story through both episodes. And, except for some initial flirting 

between Jack and Rose (without music), the pair of episodes also cemented a connection 

of Jack’s fundamental character with dance music forms. Introductions were made with 

the playing of slow jazz (during Rose’s rescue by Jack’s tractor beam) and then the 

playing of Glenn Miller. Precisely while Jack was being re-introduced onscreen in the re-

cap before The Doctor Dances, the series’ initial ‘action’ motif shifted to a very 

appealing extended bridge which resembled an amalgam of a fast Latin dance and classic 

spy-movie music. 

 

Oddly, Nancy is not assigned a specific repeating motif; Nancy’s regrets and pain are 

accompanied by several good melodies, but none are repeated. There is a minor, and a 

poignant, repeating motif for Jack; it seems to represent his developing conscience, as he 

observes the wreckage in the child’s hospital room—and again as he realizes his inability 



to escape his doomed ship. There is also a repeated motif connected to... dropping bombs. 

The unknown ‘mauve’ device (the Chula ambulance) at the start, and the German bomb 

at the end, both fall in London in the same place, to the same music. It works, more or 

less, though it stretches the musical point. But all quirkiness is forgiven because of the 

triumphant music (complete with bell-ringing) behind the ending where “Everybody 

lives!” Gold’s composed music in the two-parter and the heavy use of period jazz do a 

wonderful job of keeping emotional interest in this story, which otherwise could have 

gotten bogged down with the slow tempo of a very ‘suspenseful’ plot. 

 

Boom Town 

 

Most of the music in Boom Town does not reprise major motifs from its thematic 

predecessor Aliens of London and World War 3, but there are moments—in the first 

minutes of the broadcast, we hear a brief reprise of the ‘action’ motif used first for the 

spacecraft crash in Aliens of London (subtly transposed to a winds arrangement and with 

percussion removed). On the other hand, some of the conversations in the restaurant 

between Margaret/Blon and the Doctor are played entirely without music. Boom Town 

also re-uses some motifs from the season in general. We hear the original ‘action’ motif 

in the hunt for Margaret/Blon; with Jack leading the operation, the motif includes a 

lengthy ‘spy-guy dancing’ vamp. The ‘Bad Wolf’ motif rises during the week’s ‘Bad 

Wolf’ hint, couched in terms of the Welsh name for Margaret/Blon's project, ‘Blaidd 

Drwg.’ 

 

The episode doesn’t just reprise previous motifs; it also has quite a few original ones. The 

episode features English horn, usually very productively; it primarily represents the 

situation and (sometimes) regrets of Margaret/Blon Slitheen, but the relationship 

problems of Rose and Mickey are to the same motif. The different horn melodies are 

exceptionally integrated within the episode, in a full range from private emotional scenes 

to the TARDIS’ intervention at the climax of the story. There is also a new extended 

‘action’ motif as the alien technology re-opened Cardiff’s dimensional rift; it almost 

makes up for the overdone carnivalesque ‘day in Cardiff’ motif for the episode’s open-air 

scenes. Even Margaret’s ‘skin removal’ gets a musical treatment, which was done with 

just sound effects in Aliens of London and World War 3. Perhaps the episode was so full 

of music in order to celebrate Cardiff, the series’ home base? 

 

Bad Wolf and The Parting of the Ways 

 

Before the start of the series’ final two-parter in Bad Wolf, the TARDIS crew is forcibly 

separated from their ship and each other. The episode begins as they are thrust into the 

video and audio worlds of the deadly future versions of contemporary game shows of the 

Game Station satellite. While again supporting various creepy elements of the story, at 

first the incidental music is overshadowed by the game show themes. Then, musical 

motifs from different episodes of Series One return. Together with new motifs specific to 

the story, the music begins to focus the events and relationships for a final expression and 

re-interpretation. As the Doctor announces his plans to “find my friends,” there is a brief 

and somewhat altered version of the ‘protector’ motif from Father’s Day, which is 



introduced again while Rose is shown playing her game in ignorance of its deadly 

outcome. The Doctor escapes and rescues another contestant, to a particularly dramatic 

‘rescue’ motif specific to this two-part story: a rising crescendo with an odd ‘swing’ 

rhythm in the latter section. As he hunts for Rose, “Lynda” asks to accompany him—to 

the return of the ‘be-my-chum’ motif from Adam’s introduction in Dalek. The Doctor 

initiated this relationship in Rose’s absence, and he easily accepted Lynda as a possible 

companion; the use of this same motif supports the idea that the Doctor’s emotional 

balance has healed over the series. Meanwhile Rose puzzles over her presence on the 

game show set; she is confronted with the “Bad Wolf” meme which followed them 

through the series—and the ‘Bad Wolf’ motif plays. It may mean that (as implied in 

Boom Town) the motif is connected not just with the two characters, but to a ‘Bad Wolf’ 

concept in general. The Doctor and Jack find Rose, just as she runs towards them and is 

(presumably) disintegrated—but the ‘rescue’ motif continues as the friends are devastated 

by her loss. 

 

As they discovered that Rose survived after all, the same ‘rescue’ motif returned for the 

celebration—until the Daleks are identified and announce their terms, to the reprise of the 

opera motif from Dalek. The Doctor responds by defying them, again to the ‘rescue’ 

motif... which continues during Rose’s actual rescue at the start of The Parting of the 

Ways. The Dalek ‘opera’ motif follows, extended and enhanced in the scenes with the 

Emperor Dalek. An ‘action’ vamp from Father’s Day returns for Jack’s battle plan; like 

the Doctor’s plan against the Reapers, the outlook seems uncertain at best. 

 

Rose and the Doctor sit stripping wires, waiting for the Dalek attack. The Doctor reminds 

her that they could choose to leave in the TARDIS. The piano motif of ‘regrets’ first 

heard in Father’s Day returns, louder as the Doctor realizes the futility of his battle plan. 

He ultimately decides to save Rose at the sacrifice of his own escape, as the first section 

of the ‘protector’ motif from Father’s Day plays. Then the scene is silent, as he tricks her 

and sends her home... and the rest of the ‘protector’ motif plays. As the Doctor’s final 

message plays and the TARDIS continues to Rose’s home, the concluding melody from 

The End of the World follows on and replaces the ‘protector’ motif. The scene ends with 

this ‘home’ motif, which put Rose safe in her own time, but separated from the Doctor. 

The battle on the Game Station engages, with full operatic treatment of the Dalek fleet. 

The incidental music heard briefly at the start of the Game Station’s defense even seems 

to pay homage to the often original electronic music of the classic series—a synthesized 

‘heartbeat’ and percussion. 

 

Rose does not accept her rescue. She discovers that a link is retained across 200,000 

years, somehow, through the meme “Bad Wolf.” The validity of this link is emphasized 

through the use of the ‘Bad Wolf’ motif. Convinced that she can return and aided by her 

family and friends, Rose plans a dangerous union with the TARDIS in order to rescue the 

Doctor. After several attempts and a discussion about her father (again reprising the 

‘regrets’ motif from Father's Day), the TARDIS finally yields and establishes a 

connection with Rose. They return to the Doctor, to the ‘rescue’ motif from Bad Wolf, as 

the Dalek attack concludes. 

 



The Doctor, awaiting extermination, is stunned at their arrival—cued by the same music 

and especially the G#-A-F notes which had been repeated 3 times in the ‘back story’ 

prelude to Bad Wolf. He is also chagrined, because Rose has presumably substituted her 

own fatality for his. Rose explains the “Bad Wolf” meme, and then a dramatic musical 

‘time vortex’ motif emerges. Under the influence of the time vortex, Rose becomes a 

‘temporal Valkyrie’ and ends the Time War; the ‘time vortex’ motif is a combined vocal 

and instrumental ascending melody, with some echoes of the ‘rescue’ motif, but in an 

arrangement designed to match the power of the Daleks’ operatic motif. As the war ends 

and the personal consequences unfold, the scene is resolved with a return to the ‘Bad 

Wolf’ motif, this time with the Doctor’s own sacrifice for Rose’s sake. While Jack 

slipped Dalek dust through his fingers, a musical cadence to that motif plays. The 9th 

Doctor’s fate occurs to a reprise of the end of the ‘time vortex’ motif. 

 

Listening Forward – Beyond Series One 

 

Where does the musical relationship go from the end of the Series One story arc? There 

are a few clues from the Children in Need special and The Christmas Invasion as to the 

scoring of Series Two’s spring episodes. The short answer is that the music is evolving. 

 

The ‘Bad Wolf’ motif, in particular, seems to be developing as two independent cues. 

The first part of the original vocal motif (beginning in A, then F-E-D) was used in the 

Children in Need episode (broadcast and webcast November 2005)—to confirm the 

continuing relationship between the Doctor and Rose. It was also used in The Christmas 

Invasion repeatedly, referring to the Doctor’s regeneration trauma. But there is also a 

second section of the motif, which was previously used only in Rose and The Parting of 

the Ways. In The Christmas Invasion, that section (beginning in Bb, then A-D-G-E) is set 

instrumentally with a flute lead and used in the Doctor’s absence. 

 

The Christmas Invasion in fact raises the bar for the series’ musical standards. Seven 

original compositions premiered in the hour-long episode, matching Gold's work for The 

End of the World. The musical library of New Series Doctor Who is now approaching 50 

recognizable motifs and other cues. The set has certain thematic groupings: 

 

There are dramatic motifs. The ‘blood control’ motif in The Christmas Invasion, like 

other expanded and developed motifs of the series’ episodes, is a melodically and 

orchestrally complex work. It, with the ‘transcendence’ motif from the end of Dalek, and 

the ‘mother's triumph’ motif from The Doctor Dances, is a work that would represent the 

new series well on a soundtrack CD. Certain other dramatic motifs, while not quite so 

complex, put focus to their specific episodes. The first sweeping motif in The Christmas 

Invasion—as the Doctor arrives in the TARDIS—sets out the epic scale of that 

adventure, just as Boom Town’s ‘day in Cardiff’ motif evoked what was supposed to be a 

happy and safe place. 

 

The new series’ scoring does not have ‘an’ action motif. It has a growing collection of 

action motifs, supplemented by brief vamps. There are already at least eight separate 

motifs, from the initial motif in Rose (expressed in variant styles) to the 3 new motifs for 



The Christmas Invasion: the Santa attack during Rose and Mickey’s shopping, the UNIT 

headquarters motif, and the swordfight. The Children in Need special added a new action 

vamp for the buildup to the TARDIS crash, in the same vein as the ‘military’ vamp from 

Dalek and The Doctor Dances, and the ‘plans’ vamp from Father's Day mentioned 

above. 

 

Comic motifs continue, again with winds leads. From the Children in Need special there 

is a ‘mole’ motif, similar to the ‘twig’ motif from The End of the World. (The climax of 

the Santa-attack motif was also itself a comic moment with horn slides.) 

 

‘Alien sounds’ are represented with various cues of electronic mood music, including 

echoes of sounds from the later Dalek scenes of The Parting of the Ways as Rose 

confronted the new Doctor in the Children in Need special. New aliens also get signature 

motifs. The Sycorax, like the Daleks, get a (brief) cue as their ship arrives with variations 

of dark orchestral strings, snare percussion, and the occasional dramatic rising flourish. 

 

Murray Gold has described his scoring for Doctor Who as “wall-to-wall” sound (at the 

directors’ request). (Doctor Who Magazine No. 362, p. 39, 40) When it didn’t seem 

possible for him to push any more original scores into the hour of The Christmas 

Invasion, the music took a side trip to the “Wall of Sound”: Gold’s composed Spector-

esque pop song ‘Song for Ten’ (sung by Tim Phillips) was so effective that its scoring 

escaped notice until fans could not identify the lyrics or recording online! The final icing 

on the cake was the National Orchestra of Wales’ participation in the extended closing 

series theme. 

 

What will Murray Gold create for the future? What will be the signature motif for the 

Cybermen? We will have to wait impatiently for Series Two’s new episodes and their 

scoring. There is one intriguing hint from the “Regeneration” radio show during their 

discussion of the Cybermen—oh, but that would be telling... 

 

This brave new world of musical meaning may be too much for some; modern cinematic 

scoring can be very different and more intense than a background of vague, stock ‘cues.’ 

The new music of Doctor Who is a full-blooded subtext; it is confusing—but it is such 

richness of material! Until the regular part of Series Two, we can savor one of the most 

magical things of the series’ return: Doctor Who as a fully scored television series. 


